June 28
1945

Dear Lee:-

Sorry to get the news regarding the month's holdup in your plans. However, try to make the most of it and see what you can that over the years may be a help to you.

We are having the negatives you are sending printed up as fast as we can. Some of them are, of course, better than others. You seem to be very sparing in snapshots of yourself. On this side we are more interested in seeing you, you will understand, than we are in seeing the Eiffel Tower. We look ten times at a snapshot that has you in it, to once at a snapshot of one of the seven wonders of the world. I think in the years ahead when you go back and look at the snapshots you will be interested in faces too—some of your buddies and some of the interesting people you shake hands with.

Mother is having a worthwhile time I think at Ocean Grove this week. The two Grandmothers are keeping the girls and me in our places. You know that this means we are being well fed—hot rolls and some of the Grandmother "Specials".

We will be looking for you now sometime in August, or whenever the big event happens.

Keep a stiff upper lip and remember we are with you every minute of every day.

As ever

Dad